Dear friend,

May 21, 2011. December 23, 2012. The "signs" are all around us: on billboards, on buses, and on street corners. It seems that throughout history, humans have had a fascination with predicting the end of the world. What does the Word of God say about the end of this world? What is our Lord's advice on the time of Christ's coming?

Please note: you must click on the links below in order to receive these special prices.

Perils of Time Setting
by Colin & Russell Standish

This book demonstrates the failure of time-setting predictions made since 1844. It gives conclusive evidence that such time-setting has its foundations in the Jesuit scheme to derail the Protestant Reformation and to re-focus Protestants from their unwavering identification of the Papacy as the historical antichrist of Bible prophecy.
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The Second Coming: Fervent Hope or Faded Dream?

by Colin & Russell Standish

The Apostle Paul refers to the second coming of Jesus as the blessed hope (Titus 2:12). As you study the New Testament you will find a central theme of hope in the return of Jesus Christ. New Testament writers presented this as the critical focus, yet soon after the death of all the original apostles, doubts and debates robbed the people of this assurance and brought in the pagan notion of immediate life after death. In this new updated work, the authors present a "wake-up call" for every complacent Christian, despite what their belief is concerning man's state in death.

The Rapture and the Antichrist

by Russel & Colin Standish

This book sets forth the plainest truths of Scripture directing Protestantism back to its Biblical roots. It will challenge the thinking of all Christians, counter the fictions of the Left Behind series, and plant the reader’s spiritual feet firmly on the platform of Scripture.

The Rapture, the End-Times and the Millennium

by Russell & Colin Standish

This book opens the reader's mind to a clear understanding of areas of the end time which have led to much perplexity among lay people and theologians alike. It is also guaranteed to open to the reader Biblical issues which, when understood in the light of Scripture, dispel many of the perplexities presently confronting those who are searching for a clear Biblical exposition regarding the last cataclysmic days of Earth's history.
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